The Silk Road Ensemble with Yo-Yo Ma

Cristina Pato, Wu Tong  
Fanfare for Gaita and Suona

Traditional Malian, arr. Shane Shanahan  
Ichichila

Traditional Irish, arr. Colin Jacobsen  
O'Neill's March

Wu Man, arr. Ljova  
Green (Vincent's Tune)

Kinan Azmeh, Jeffrey Beecher  
Syrian Improvisation

Michio Mamiya  
Miero vuotti uutta kutta, from Five Finnish Folk Songs

Wu Man, Wu Tong  
Duo

Colin Jacobsen  
Atashgah*

Sandeep Das, Kojiro Umezaki  
If you shall return...

Antonin Dvořák, arr. Williams Arms Fisher, Jeremy Kittel  
Going Home

Billy Strayhorn, arr. Shane Shanahan  
Take the A Train **

INTERMISSION

David Bruce  
Cut the Rug ***

Cristina Pato  
Caronte

Paco de Lucia, arr. Colin Jacobsen  
Zyryab

Kinan Azmeh  
Wedding

* Commissioned by the Laguna Beach Music Festival for Kayhan Kalhor and Brooklyn Rider and premiered in 2011
** Arrangement commissioned by Reservoir Media for the Silk Road Ensemble in 2015
*** Commissioned by Silkroad in 2012